
SageGlass® Marine, the electronically tintable glass from Saint-Gobain,  
an intelligent solar control solution. It offers a premium alternative to blinds or 
shades and provides reliable year-round indoor comfort with a clear view to the 
outdoors. Regulating daylight, saving energy, and saving costs on  
air conditioning, SageGlass® Marine can be silently tinted and made fully clear 
again either automatically or manually at the touch of a button.  
 

SageGlass® Marine 
Dynamic glass that offers an optimum blend of 
energy savings and passenger comfort



Give your passengers the ocean views they expect without glare and solar heat gain 

SageGlass® Marine regulates daylight and therefore saves energy, saving on expensive mechanical 
shading and air conditioning systems. Glare from the sun belongs to the past; the only thing that 
remains is a clear view of the outdoors in a comfortable environment. 

More and more ship designs are characterised by their large  
expanses of glass. Passengers like to feel connected to the outdoors – to 
see nature and benefit from natural daylight – while still feeling protected 
from the heat and glare of the sun in a comfortable indoor climate.  
SageGlass® Marine is the solution to all of these demands. 

21h 
Passengers will go back to  

their cabin and enjoy the view.

19h 
Low sun. Passengers will enjoy 
having dinner in the restaurant 
with a view.

7h 
Upcoming sun. Possibly glare issues. 
Passengers wake-up and will have  
breakfast in the restaurant with a 
view.

16h 
Passengers will come back 
to the ship.

9h 
Passengers will leave the  
ship for sight-seeing 
ashore.

17h 
The ship starts sailing. The 
sun is lowering, possibly 
glare issues.

7h - 9h 
SageGlass®  
offers privacy.

9h - 16h  
SageGlass® avoids heat: 
warmest period of the day. 

17h - ... 
SageGlass® offers glare and heat  
control on the open seas.

Discover how SageGlass® Marine improves the passenger experience?  
Whatever day rhythm passengers on a ship have, SageGlass® Marine has the unique property to 
adapt to every activity happening at every moment during the day. Basically this glass will cause the 
cooling load at sea to be reduced by dynamically adapting to the sun angle at all times. Passengers 
experience an exclusive feeling of well-being and comfort and will spend more time on the ship. 
Ultimately costs for maintenance on blinds and shades will be limited, because they will not be 
needed anymore.



SageGlass® Marine is perfectly suitable for all 
glass positions with low pressure requirements, 
such as:  atriums, restaurant areas and  
observation decks. It can be installed in normal 
vertical positions or even as a roof application.  
So there are no limits to creative designs.  

SageGlass® Marine exclusive performances 
 

Performances Value State of tint
Clearest Intermediate 11 Intermediate 2 

2
Most tinted 3

External colour In reflexion neutral neutral black neutral black neutral black

Internal colour In transmit-
tance

neutral light blue-grey blue-grey blue-grey

Light factors  
EN410 D65 2°

Light  
transmittance

% 62 17 5 1

RL ext % 12 10 10 10

RL int % 11 6 6 6

UV transmission Tuv % 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0

Solar heat gain Solar factor g 0.42 0.12 0.06 0.05

Individual zone control with LightZone™
With the ingenious LightZone™ function, SageGlass® can regulate the amount of sun that penetrates 
a window in three individual tint zones. In other words, three different levels of glare protection and 
daylight entry are possible within the same pane.
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Sealed 
air space

Surface 2Surface 3

Laminate

2.2 mm coated lite 
(annealed)

EC coating

6 mm matching lite
(heat strengthened)

black obscuration band

4 mm support lite
(heat strengthened)

60%

33%
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Sealed 
air space

Surface 2Surface 3

Laminate

2.2 mm coated lite 
(annealed)

SageGlass
coating

6 mm matching lite
(heat strengthened)

black obscuration band

4 mm support lite
(heat strengthened)

1%

.4%

SageGlass® Marine in a clear state SageGlass® Marine in a tinted state 

How does SageGlass® work?



 

Maximise the use of common sizes
Costs are directly related to the repetition of sizes and shapes. 
Therefore, as the number of common glass sizes increases and the 
number of unique glass sizes decreases, the more cost efficient 
SageGlass® Marine is for your project. 
 
Efficient design with shapes 
We embrace the use of shapes to enhance designs and enable 
design freedom and creativity. Optimal use of shapes represents 
up to 10% of the total number of SageGlass® Marine panes in your 
project design. Speak to our team to learn the possibilities and 
restrictions for your application.  

SageGlass® Marine - easy to install, connect and activate
SageGlass® Marine is operated using a product-specific system. 
This comprises cable frames, light sensors, distributor box, control 
modules, switches and mobile apps. As well as the specially 
developed algorithms for tinting and lightening the glass, the 
system contains enhanced tools for controlling daylight, glare and 
energy consumption.  

Controlling SageGlass® Marine manually 
 at the touch of a button

Controlling SageGlass® through the  
app on a tablet or smartphone

Our technical team can assist in many ways
Request help from our SageGlass®  Marine experts to optimize your design, select your SageGlass® Marine control strategy,  
and prepare the installation.

SageGlass® Marine is available through Vetrotech Marine, which is part of Vetrotech Saint-Gobain International AG.  
Vetrotech manufactures high-performance safety glasses for the building and the marine sectors, with a focus on combining 
security, functionality, comfort and design. Vetrotech Saint-Gobain is the official distributor for SageGlass® for marine applications. 
For more than ten years SageGlass® delivers high quality dynamic tintable glass for renowned new-build and renovation projects. 
Contact us through: 

 
 

 
Vetrotech Marine 
Jülicher Straße 495
DE-52070 Aachen
Germany
vetrotech.marine@saint-gobain.com
www.vetrotech-marine.com


